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This article provides a brief summary of what is in the Quran as a book of guidance 
for human beings, and why we humans need its guidance. The book titled Islam Kia 
Hai? (What is Islam?) by G.A. Parwez is recommended for further details. 
In order to understand the Quranic guidance, and its requirement in human life, we 
need to first of all consider the limitations of human intellect, because unless we 
examine our limitations, we cannot appreciate the whole reality as given in the 
Quran. Each one of us encompasses an 'I' which gives us a sense of identity, and 
which does not change as we continue to live our life – this 'I' runs the business of the 
world at all levels. We have emotions, desires, intellect, memory, the five senses, and 
a physical body. At an individual level, we wish to maximize our happiness and 
minimise our pain, and since most people view that life on earth ends with death, 
hence, we desire quick results in our life. We do not wish to be held accountable for 
our choices in life and our behaviour, as we merely follow our desires, and most do 
not shoulder the responsibility for their deeds. Hence, we use our intellect mainly to 
fulfill our desires, and the problems we see in this world are due to this battle of wits 
i.e. the rich and powerful exploit those who are poor and weak. Since we possess free 
will, and the ability to make decisions, we do not therefore contain any inner 
guidance which can guide us throughout our life (unlike animals who have inner 
guidance as instincts). It is merely our desires which guide us, and which we follow, 
although a certain degree of constraint is placed on these through the man-made laws 
of the various societies which we inhabit, these laws having been formed by those 
who hold the reins of power and high office. This is the reason why the rich benefit as 
a result of these laws. Human beings simply cannot make any laws which are entirely 
free from contamination by their personal emotions and desires, and so problems in 
the world erupt in the form of conflicts, wars, crimes, human exploitation, slavery, 
violence, etc. The majority of human beings also live life as if it is going to end with 
death i.e. as if we are merely a slightly higher form of the animals, and we eat, drink, 
work, sleep, have some offspring, then grow old and eventually expire. Thus there 
appears to be no purpose to our life – the question of accountability does not even 
arise in this.
The Quran points to the fact that no human being can produce anything like the 
Quran, as noted in verse (2:23), and the reason is that we human beings cannot think 
like the Quran, since our emotions and desires influence all of our thought processes, 
whereas the Quran is from Allah, Who is free from emotions (but understands these 
emotions, as these are created for a purpose), and Who created the Laws and then 
ensures that these are followed. This fact can be verified by looking at the contents of 
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 the message and then comparing it with the evidence around us in a non-Quranic 
world. This is why anything which human beings have written and attributed to the 
Quran which is not in line with its values, is contaminated by human thoughts and 
desires – this can be easily verified by using the original text. This is the problem 
which is to be found with various translations of the Quran, which have been 
susceptible to prejudice by human thoughts and emotions, and this is why Allah has 
ensured the protection of the original Arabic text of the Quran for all time, so that 
whichever societies in whichever era wish to establish Deen, they can refer back to 
the pure and original text for a precise answer to any question – and thus results can 
be achieved as noted in the Book. 
Another point which merits careful reflection is that Allah (ie. the concept given by 
the Quran) has an infinitely developed Self (Ultimate Reality) which is free from 
emotions, hence, whatever comes from Him is bound to be the whole reality for the 
guidance of man, whereas we as humans move forward in our life both on an 
individual level, and a collective level, and so cannot determine reality as a whole, 
since we perceive it in a piecemeal manner as we live our limited earthly life. Then, 
too, our intellect at a basic level is finite, and incapable of grasping the infinite. This 
has to come from the One Who possesses full knowledge of the reality which is 
required for the guidance of man, in order to help him to create his new self (8:24), 
with a view to accomplishing the purpose of human creation in the universe.  This is 
an inherent handicap in us as humans, by virtue of possessing free will we do not 
come into this world with any self and this only starts shaping as we live our life by 
making decisions throughout our life. The book titled 'The Human Self and Allah' by 
G.A. Parwez covers this in detail. 
The systems which are devised by human beings can never hope to achieve such a 
society in which both the physical needs and the needs of the human self can be met to 
that level which the Quran has put forward, otherwise there would have been no need 
for revelation, and the messengers – this point becomes evidently clear when we are 
motivated to studying the Quran with a view to seeking guidance as a result of our 
own  inner desire and need. The systems of Deen were established historically based 
on the revelation, but these did not endure, as those types of individuals who were 
required in order to sustain and manage such a system gradually became absent, and 
man-made systems returned, together with their inherent problems, as we can 
witness in the world around us. This is why the Quran draws our attention to history, 
and invites us to reflect on this in order to determine a solution to these problems 
created by humans – whatever these human models, as noted in the Quran, were able 
to accomplish as a solution, is very much achievable by each one of us. The Quran 
never states that what they could do, you cannot! It presents these upright human 
beings, who followed the Quranic guidance and implemented it in their societies, as 
examples in order to encourage us to follow the guidance of the Quran in order to 
achieve what is required to provide support to this form of creation by Allah. He has 
deliberately asked us to participate in His creative process – it is meant to be like this, 
otherwise He could have easily done it Himself, which is manifestly clear from the 
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 concept of Himself He has factually put forward in the Quran. He has created the 
visible universe solely for this purpose as noted in verse (45:22). 
Human beings cannot solve the problems of poverty and exploitation in the world as 
a whole, as the basic level of consciousness at which these problems are created, that 
same level of consciousness cannot solve these problems – how can they?  Firstly, 
most humans think that life ends with death, and secondly, they do not take into 
account the existence of the Law of Requital as a fact, which means that whatever 
system they devise, it will always be geared towards benefitting the few. This is why 
the Quran clearly states this fact repeatedly, and invites us to increase the expanse of 
our consciousness by using the light of its attributes and values – the acquisition of 
this consciousness commences when we acquire Eimaan, and then as a consequence 
of acquiring this, we willingly do righteous deeds, which helps us to comprehend 
human problems at a fundamental level on a global basis. These two are intrinsically 
linked, and their effects are signposted in the Quran clearly; these signs cannot be 
detected by those who study the Quran purely from an academic point of view as 
simply an external entity; this has to be comprehended and followed with willingness 
and joy!
In order to achieve conviction in the guidance of the Quran, it has itself pointed to a 
number of prerequisites. By virtue of possessing a free will, the Quran simply cannot 
force us to accept its guidance under any duress whatever, whether external or 
internal, as the purpose of creation will never be met in this way. It may work in this 
life, but will be of no use to Allah for the second stage of our life and further stages of 
life of the hereafter – this point is extremely important to grasp. Verse (2:256) points 
to a statement of fact, when it declares unequivocally that there is no compulsion in 
Deen, since Deen is based on the use of intellect and reasoning through human choice 
only. The paths of light and darkness have been made evidently clear, and acceptance 
must be willing and voluntary, otherwise the recipe of the Quranic guidance will not 
work. This is supported by numerous verses of the Quran e.g. (25:73) – we can say 
that Allah does not need those individuals who do not exercise their intellect and 
reasoning in order to achieve that level of consciousness which is required for the 
next stage of His creation. It is that simple. The following are some pointers (from the 
Quran, and based on evidence) which can help to convince us to accept the need for 
Quranic attributes and values:

1. We must be looking for guidance in our life, and be dissatisfied with the 
current state of the human world, but we do not know what the solution is 
(93:7).

2. We must be searching for a higher purpose of life, and be willing to explore 
outwith religious and other belief systems.

3. We question our own purpose in life, and of existence, and be searching for 
the purpose of creation – we cannot find a logically satisfying answer to this 
question merely through our own strivings without the help of Quranic 
guidance.

4. We willingly take full responsibility for our deeds even without knowing the 
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 Law of Requital and its existence, so that when we do come to know about it, we 
happily bring our conduct within its fold, and ask others to do the same (45:22).

5. We are willing to stand up for justice, even when we are outside the Quranic 
guidance e.g. when a wrong is done to someone, we come to their rescue, and 
do not turn our face away by saying 'this is not my problem' e.g. (28:15, 
28:23). 

6. We are helpful and are willing to spend on those who are known to be needy 
(according to our means), even when we do not see any possibility of any 
immediate return in kind – we do not expect any favour in return.

7. We are moved by the injustice, inequality, poverty, misery, ignorance, child 
abuse, wars, conflicts, etc. in the world, and can relate to these affected 
human beings at the level of 'I' i.e. being equals – this is an extremely 
important point to understand.

8. We question, why do human beings create problems for others? What 
motivates them to do this? Why are they divided, and why do they promote 
divisions? 

9. We are fearful of death as an approaching deadline and wish to find out about 
the possibility of a life in the hereafter. What if there is another life to come 
after death, and have I catered for this eventuality?

10. What will I achieve by introducing the concept of the hereafter in my life? 
What advantage will I obtain in terms of understanding the higher purpose of 
life, and in terms of understanding Quranic consciousness? 

11. We question religious rituals, and question events and cultural norms of 
human life, and what can be their significance and role in solving human 
problems. 

12. We wish to have more personal freedom, and are not content with the 
constraints and chains imposed on us by human political systems e.g. 
passports, visas, lack of free movement, differing systems of justice, 
exploitation via corporations and religion, etc.

13. If, despite all our basic and additional needs being met, we are still unhappy 
and have a sense of inner unease about the uncertainty of there being a 
hereafter, and there is a sense of guilt emanating from the accumulation of 
wealth beyond our needs, then the Quran can help us find the requisite relief, 
if we so desire.

14. If there is a God, why does He allow all this? Can I find a logical answer to the 
concept of God, which can help me to understand my own purpose in life, and 
the purpose of the universe around me? 

These are some of the questions and points which may help to draw our attention 
towards the guidance given within the pages of the Quran. There is a great deal 
more yet, as the Quran contains the recipe for satisfying all the needs (and 
providing answers to all the questions) of the human psyche e.g. verses (10:56-
58) and (13:28). As noted in verse (2:4), the key to finding answers lies within 
each one of us – that is where we create our own reality - through our own choice. 
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Surah Muhammad ( ّمحمد – (
Durus-al-Qur'an: Chapter 7

By G. A. Parwez
(Translated by: Mansoor Alam)

(Episode No2)

To have the divine rule in real world, a government and its proper 
institutions are needed. Without capital resources this cannot be 
achieved. So, it requires sacrifice with open hearts on the parts of those 
who strongly support this mission. Because the divine system being 
established is for the benefit for all, those who show niggardliness ( بخل (
at this juncture are committing niggardliness ( ) against their own بخل

ْ َّ َّ َ ُْ َ َ“self”:   (47:38). Therefore, if this divine system ِِومن یْبخل فإنما یْبخل عن نفسھ َ َ ََ ِ َ َ
fails to get established then, along with everyone else, the niggards will 
also perish. Giving preference to one's own self instead of the greater 
common good is inviting one's own self-destruction. One should never 
think that Allah is asking because He does not have the resources. This 

ْ َ ْ َُّ َُmindset is totally wrong: (47:38)  واللـھُ الغَني وأنـتم الفقراء. He does not need ُِ َ ُ َ ُّ َ
anything from you. It is for your own benefit that He is asking you to 
contribute. If you don't, then Allah will raise another nation in your place 

َ ََُّ َُ ُ ُُ َ َ ْ َ َ َwhich will not be like you: وإن تتولوا یستْبدل قوما َغْيركم ثم ال یكونوا أمثالكم ِ ْْ َ ًَ ْ َّْ ْ َ َِ َ
(47:38). 
In another place the Quran has mentioned this interchange of nations: َ  یا

َ ْ َّ َّ َّ َ ْ َْ َ َ َُ َ ُ َ ُ ْ ُُ أیُّھا الذیَن آمنوا ما لكم إذا قيل لكم انفروا في سبيـل الـلـھ اثاقلتم إلى األرضُّ َ  أرضيـتم بالحياة الـدنيا ۚ ِ ِْ ِ ِ ِ ِِ ُ َ َ ِْ ِ َ ْ َ َِ ِ ُ ِ َ َ َ ِ
ْ َْ َّ ْ ّ ََُّ ْ َ َ ٌَ ُّ َ ْ َ ْبكم عذابا أليـما ویستْبدل قوما  فما متاُع الحياة الدنيا في اآلخرة إال قليل ۚمَن اآلخرةَ ;  إال تنـفروا یعذ ِ ْ ً ِـ ُِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ َِ َ ً ْ َ ً َ َُ َْ َ َ َ َِ َِ

ًََّ َ ُ َ َُ واللـھُ على َۗغْيركم وال تضروه َشْيئاّ كل َشيٍء قدیر – (39-9:38)  ٰ مْؤمنيـن O  (Momineen)! ُِ ِ ُِ ُّ َ ٌ ُْ َ َِ َ ْ
Sometimes it happens that when you are asked to march forth in the 
cause of Allah some weak-minded amongst you act as though they are 
rooted in the earth. They prefer worldly gains to the blessings of the life 
hereafter although the gains offered by the life of this world are 
insignificant in comparison to what the life of the hereafter offers. 
Remember, if you do not march forth Allah will certainly chastise you 
with a serious chastisement – and He will replace you by another nation. 
You can do no harm to Allah since He has control over everything.
And the Quran says that this other nation will NOT be like you (9:39). 

َّ َُSo, the question is: what kind of nation would that be? یا أیُّھا الذیـَن آمنوا من ِ ََ َ َ
ْْ َ ْ َّ َ ََّ ََّ َ ََُ َّ ٍیرتد منكم عن دینھ فسوف یأتي اللـھُ بقوم یحبُّھم ویحبُّونَھُ أذلة على المْؤمنيَن أعزة على الكافریَن َ ِ ُ ُ ِِ ٍ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ٍْ َ ََ ُ َ ُ ْ ْ َ َْ ِْ ِ ََ
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َّٰ َّ ََّ َ َُ َ ََُ َ ِ یجاھدوَن في سبيل اللـھ وال یخافوَن لومة الئم ۚ ذلك فْضل الـلـھ یْؤتيـھ من یَشاء ۚ والـلـھُ واسع عليـم ُ ِ ِ ِ ُ ِ َ ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ ٍُ ََ ٌ ُ َ ْ َ ٌَِ َ َ َِ َ َ
ِ O  (Momineen)! Beware that if you turn away from Allah's – (5:54)مْؤمنين ِ ُ

 you should not be under the impression that it will cause any) (Deen) دین
harm to Allah, nay – you will in fact harm your own self, because) We 
will replace you by others who will obey His Laws in preference to 
everything else in the world; and the result of their obedience will be 
recompense from Allah. They will act with humility towards each other 
but will be firm towards their adversaries. They will strive hard in the 
cause of Allah and will not care about what others say. This is blessing 
from Allah which He bestows on those who wish to have it according to 
His Laws for Allah is infinite and All-Knowing. 

“ In the above verse the wordsیحبُّھم ویحبُّونَھُ ” have come. This is normally ِ ُ ِ ُْ َُ
translated as “whom He loves and who love Him”. The word “love” is an 
emotional and mental thing. This is not its root meaning in Arabic of the 

ُّ word  (Hubbu). The Arabic word Al-'Hubbu (root 'h-b-b) has manyحب ِ
meanings but these four are most important: 1) to hold onto something 
steadfastly; 2) to appear as the result of an action, like the appearance of 
grain budding within a well-tended plant; 3) to like and to love someone; 
and 4) to protect someone. In the light of the above, our love of God 
means to hold steadfastly onto His Book (Al-Qur'an), i.e., to follow and 

َّ ٍ :obey it. And His love to humans means He will protect us. And أذلة علَىَ َِ
ْ َ َْ ََّ المْؤ ِمنيَن أعزةٍ على الكافریَن will act with humility (Momineen)  – (5:54) مْؤمنيـن ِ ِ ِ ِ َِ ُ ُِ

towards each other but will be firm towards their adversaries. Allama 
Iqbal puts it in his own God-given beautiful style thus:

In the struggle of life be strong as steel
In the matter of love become soft as silk

Pass through hills and dales like fast moving seas
If floral gardens come by, be stirred with melodies

                                          
Iqbal has essentially explained above the following verse of the Quran: 

ْ َ َّ ََّّ َُ َّ ُ ُ ِِ ,Muhammad – (48:29) محمد رسول الــلـھ ۚ والذیــَن معھ أشداء على الكفار رحماء بْينَھمٌ ِ ُ ََّ ُ َ َّ ُّْ ُ ُ َ ُ ََ ِ َ َ َ
the Messenger of Allah and his companions are firm like hard rock in 
their resolve in dealing with the opponents of truth with, but are kind 
hearted and sympathetic amongst themselves. They strive hard in the 

ِ :cause of Allah and will not care about what others say جاھدُوَن في سبيل اللـھَّ ِ ِِ َ َِ
َ َ َُ ٍِ.(5:54)  وال یَخافوَن لومة الئمَ ََْ َ

 Striving hard in the struggle between THE TRUTH (Al-Haq - ) andالحق
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 FALSEHOOD (Baatil - ) for the cause of Allah and being firm in thisباطل 
conviction is a blessing from Allah which He bestows on those who wish 

َّٰ ِ  .to follow the goal set by Allah:  (5:54) ذلك فْضل اللـھ یْؤتيھ من یَشاءََُ ِ ُ ِ َ َُِ َ
My dear friends, the guidance of the Quran is not limited to any 

ْ ْ ّ ًَ َparticular nation. Allah is  (1:2); His Messenger is  رّب العالميَن ِرْحمة للعالميـَن ِ َِِ َ َ َ َ
ْ َّ ْ(21:107); His Book is  (12:104) – and it is for all humankind ِِذكر للعالميـَن ِ ٌَ

and for all time until eternity. There is no question that if a nation leaves 
the Quran then the Quran will be defeated. If a traveler alights from the 
train of the Quran at a station then it does not mean that the Quranic train 
will not continue to move onward. The Quranic systems of humankind 
will continue to move ahead in the world. The Quranic train is not for any 
particular people; it is not for any particular nation; it is not for any 
particular time. This Quranic train will continue to move until eternity. 
Whichever nation decides to ride the Quranic systems train no matter 
what time – it will take that nation on its onward journey towards its 
destination. 
My dear friends, I literally spent all my life in learning, teaching, and 
disseminating Quran's voice and its eternal message. I have struggle 
continuously in this mission for almost fifty years now. I also 
participated in Pakistan movement solely for the purpose of acquiring a 
piece of land so that the Quranic system could be established there; so 
that Allah will be the ruler of that nation through His Book as the sole 
constitution of that nation. These verses are before me. I have firm Iman 
on what Allah has said: that if you do not do what He says, then He will 
replace you with another nation; and that nation will not be like you. 

َ َّ دیـنُ َ :Allah's  (Deen) will supersede all other systems of life ھو الذي أرسل َِْ َ
َّ ّ ْ ْ َْ َُ َّ َ ھ ۚ وكفى بالـلـھ َشھيــدًاّ ِ This is – (48:28) رسولھُ بالھدى ودیـن الحق ليظھره على الدیـن كل ُ ِِ ِ ِـ ِ َ َُ ُ َ ُٰ ِ َِ ِ ٰ ِ َ ِ ِـ َِ َ

because Allah has sent his Messenger with the Divine Code, which is a 
system based on absolute truth. It can thus overcome all other manmade 

ِ systems. This can only happen if the party of  (Momineen) becomesمْؤمنين ِ ُ
powerful and strong enough to wipe out the false systems based on 
injustice; and establishes the Divine Order instead. Allah watches over 
this process to ensure that it does come to fruition. So if this divine 
system does not get established here, then it will be established 
somewhere else. But, as I said before, my burning wish is that it gets 
established here because this land was acquired for this purpose. So, I 
continued to struggle after we got this piece of land. But if it does not get 
established here then it is not the defeat of the Quranic system. If after 
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  sunrise, if one closes one's eyes then the sunlight does not disappear. 
Actually, one deprives oneself of sunlight but the Sun keeps shining. 
Whichever nation will open its eye to sunlight of the Quran will benefit 
from it. 
Another point to keep in mind: we hear that Islam is a spent force; that it 
may have once inspired people to the pinnacle of civilization but the 
world has changed; that it is no longer possible to unite all Muslims 
under one platform; that Muslim unity is a utopia. Leave aside non-
Muslims, leave aside ordinary Muslims, even the so-called our great 
Islamic scholars say so. Why do they say that Islam is a spent force? 
Because they do not have the courage to say that we are Muslims since 

ِ  we were born in Muslim families and that we are NOTمْؤمنيــن ِ ُ
ِ  If we could gather courage and say that we are NOT .(Momineen)مْؤمنين ِ ُ

(Momineen) then it will be a great service to Islam because then Islam 
will not be maligned in the world; and people will not judge Islam by 
looking at the condition of Muslims. But, here we are, that whatever we 
do we call it Islamic and it fails to deliver the results. So, the world thinks 
that Islam is not practicable. So, we are in a way committing double 
crime: 1) we call “Islamic” whatever we do in the “name of Islam”, and 
2) since it fails, the world thinks that Islam has failed.   
My dear friends, the Quran says that its system will prevail over all other 
systems. If it is not prevailing then it is clear that we are not 
implementing the Quranic system. If Quranic system was tried at one 
place and was not successful then it does not mean that it will not be 
successful in all places.
My dear friends, at the end this Surah I want to say something extremely 
personal. I think that the personal agony and pain that I have gone 
through – and I am still going through – in promoting the case for the 

 establishment of Allah's  (Deen) in this piece of land (Pakistan) isدین
better summed up in Iqbal's words because he also went through similar 
agony and heart-wrenching pain. He wrote a complete chapter about it in 
his book “Javed Nameh” when describing the eternal divine message of 
the Quran. I am just presenting few verses here from this chapter.

Our assembly is deprived of Tauheed, our charge without leader
But the Quran is still there, its message is still there in its pages
It just needs its true message to be brought out loud and clear
Sky has many devotees to get its message out loud and clear

The Quran's message is eternal and not dependent on nations
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The Quran's message is eternal and not dependent on nations
Its message is not dependent on any particular place or time

Whether one cares or not, the Quran is eternally protected by Allah
It is not dependent on any country whether it be Rome or Shaam
If Allah has taken away the Quran from us since we abandoned it

Then He will give it to some other nation who will not be like us
Muslims are engaged in only blind following or mere speculation
When I see them doing this, then my soul and body start trembling 
I am afraid of the day when the Quran will be taken away from us

And another nation will benefit from its light leaving us in darkness  
My dear friends, we completed Surah Muhammad ( ) today. Next we will ّمحمد
take up Surah  (Fath).فتح

ْ َ َّ َّ َْ ِربَّنَا تقبَّل منا إنك أنت السميع العليمَ ِ َّ َ َ ُُِ َ ِ َ
O our Sustainer! Accept our humble efforts because you are fully aware of 

what we speak and what is hidden in our hearts. (2:127)
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